WAKE UP SUMMARY

FIRSTLY - FROM THE GNOSTIC INFO AS PROVIDED BY RON NASH

WE HAVE WORDS TO THIS EFFECT >

IF THERE IS ONE PERSON OR ONE ANIMAL SUFFERING ANY WHERE ON THE
PLANET, THEN WE ARE ALL SUFFERING - PLANTS NEED TO BE ADDED THAT.
PLANTS ARE SENTIENT BEINGS.!!

WATCH THESE TWO VIDEOS PLEASE

INCLUDING PRIMARY PERCEPTION AS THEY CALL IT I.E. READING MINDS - PLANTS
DO THAT ALL OF THE TIME, WHEN YOU ARE CONNECTED TO THE AETHERS, ALL
INFO IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO BEINGS WITH "NORMAL" AWARENESS LIKE THE
NATURE SPIRITS AND THE PLANTS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fStmk7e9lJo&feature=player_detailpage

AS A PART OF PRIMARY PERCEPTION, PLANTS CAN READ YOUR
MIND http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9dP9F5nKpY BUT, YOU HAVE TO MAKE A
CLEAR IMAGE IN YOUR MIND BEFORE THEY CAN READ IT. THIS IS A VERY
IMPORTANT POINT. TELEPATHY WORKS IN PICTURES.

THE PLANTS PROVE THAT EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED BY A LOVING FIELD OR SEA
OF CONSCIOUSNESS. WE ARE ALL CONNECTED BY THIS LOVING FIELD, THERE IS
NO SEPARATION - ONLY HUMANS DON'T KNOW THAT - WHICH IS AMAZING AND
THE ROOT OF OUR PROBLEMS. THE IDEA OF SEPARATION LEADS TO JUDGEMENT
THENCE LOOSH PRODUCTION.

THE SEPARATION IDEA, ALSO, LEADS TO COMPETITION (CAPITALISM) VS
COOPERATION. (1 FOR ALL AND ALL FOR 1)

IT IS UP TO SCIENCE AND OUR SPIRITUAL LEADERS TO CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN I.E.
CONVERT HUMANITY TO A COMPLETELY LOVE BASED SOCIETY AND PLANET.

FEAR AND SUFFERING HAVE TO BECOME UNKNOWN. NOT UNDERSTANDABLE.

LIKE THE CREED OF THE DOLPHINS - FUN AND JOY - PLEASE OPEN AND READ
THIS VERY SHORT BOOK:
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/THE_WORLDS_SHORTEST_AND_BEST_BOOK.pdf

IF IT IS ALL GOD AND IT IS ALL LOVE - THEN WHAT IS THERE TO FEAR? THE
SIMPLE FACTS THAT NATURE, ON ITS OWN, IS IN PERFECT HARMONY AND THERE IS
A MUSIC GENERATED BY THE CONSTANT CREATION, SHOWS THAT LOVE IS THE
BUILDING BLOCK OF THE UNIVERSE.

THE COLOR OF LOVE IS THE COLOR OF THE HEART CHAKRA - PIEZOELECTRIC
GREEN, WHICH IS THE COLOR OF THE AETHERS.

RELIGION IS NOT GOING TO CHANGE A
AND THEY HAVE NOT GOTTEN THE JOB DONE
- IN FACT, THE RELIGIONS HAVE BEEN USED TO CONTROL US - ALL OF THE "GOOD"
BOOKS TALK ABOUT FIGHTING AND FEAR, WHICH IS LOOSH PRODUCTION.

LOOSH IS SEPARATION ENERGY THAT MAKES US SEPARATE FROM EACH OTHER AND GOD.

ALTHOUGH THE RELIGIONS MAY HAVE A RENAISSANCE WITH THE ADVENT OF A
PLANET WIDE SPIRITUAL EVENT. GOD WILLING THAT IS THE CASE. FOR SURE
MASS GLOBAL MEDITATION WILL HAVE A VERY BENEFICIAL RESULT IN ATTRACTING
SUCH A SPIRITUAL EVENT.
ALL THINGS CAN BE JUDGED IN THIS MANNER:

LOVE PRODUCING OR LOOSH PRODUCING

COOPERATIVE OR COMPETITIVE.

FREEDOM IS STEPPING INTO THE UNKNOWN - UNAFRAID - WITH JOY - YAHOOOOOOOO

HUMANS ARE MEANT TO BECOME THE MOST AMAZING BEINGS IN THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE, WE ARE THE MOST FAMOUS ALREADY. THE EARTH IS SUPPOSED TO BECOME ONE HUGE, BEAUTIFUL BOTANICAL GARDEN. ALL WE HAVE TO DO IS COLLECTIVELY IMAGINE OURSELVES BEING THERE: http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/AMAZING_REVELATIONS-PROFOUND_STUFF.pdf

AS OF 26 OCT. THE SAI BABA TEMPLE HAS ADVISED US TO EXPECT SOME CHANGES WITHIN THE NEXT TWO WEEKS - GOD WILLING THESE ARE GOOD CHANGES COMING. IT IS TAKING A WHILE TO GET THIS ESSAY DONE.

EVERYTHING IS VERY PREDETERMINED AT THE MOMENT - LIKE YOU WOULD NOT BELIEVE - THE PROOF IS IN EVERYTHING FROM THE FLIGHT OF AN ELECTRON TO THE TICKING CLOCK OF THIS GALAXY - ITS ALL FRACTAL, RUNS ACCORDING TO A FORMULA.

WE CAN DROP OUT OF PREDETERMINATION WHEN WE GET ENOUGH PEOPLE MEDITATING - WE CAN CHANGE THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE - NEVER LOOKED AT IT THAT WAY, BUT IT IS TRUE - THIS 3-D UNIVERSE IS HARD WIRED TOGETHER. CHANGE ONE PART OF IT AND THE WHOLE UNIVERSE CHANGES !!!! NO SHIT (ITS JUST A FIELD OF CONSCIOUSNESS)

WE BE PUPPETS ON A STRING AT THE MOMENT - THAT IS FIXING TO CHANGE - FUKUSHIMA IS AN IMPETUS FOR THAT. NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF INVENTION. THINGS HAVE TO BE REALLY DYING BEFORE HUMANS WILL CHANGE THEIR MINDS - WHICH ARE MIRED IN LOOSH, LITERALLY.

SAI BABA IS USHERING IN THE GOLDEN AGE. KARMA SCRUNGGBING IS IN PROCESS. LOOSH BINDS US IN 3-D. DIVINITY ALTERS THAT, EVERY MICROSECOND AS WE BLINK THROUGH THE AETHERS. MAGIC GOES ON ALL AROUND US - ALCHEMICAL TRANS MUTATIONS ARE CONSTANT. PRESTO CHANGO. SO, ACTUALLY ALL OF THIS IS GOOD NEWS - WAKING UP IS GOING TO HAPPEN.

============= THE WAKE UP SUMMARY ==============

AT THE END OF THE DAY - EVERYTHING IN THIS UNIVERSE IS CONSCIOUSNESS - NOT MATTER.

THUS, ALL OF OUR "REALITY" IS FIRST AN IMAGE HELD IN THE MIND OF GOD - ALL FORMS OF CONSCIOUSNESS HAVE AN AFFINITY FOR IMAGES AND CREATIVITY.

AND WE, ALL OF US, ARE GOD, BECAUSE OF OUR CONSCIOUS IMAGINATION. WHICH WORKS EXACTLY LIKE GOD'S - VIA PICTURES, IMAGES, WHICH ARE NOW BEING USED AGAINST US. NEFARIOUS IMAGES ARE DROPPED INTO OUR MINDS, WITH THE FEELINGS CAUSED BY MUSIC WHICH LITERALLY IMPLANTS THE IMAGES INTO OUR CONSCIOUSNESS VIA THE MEDIA.
THE PROBLEM IS TOO SIMPLE - OUR COLLECTIVELY HELD IMAGES ARE MADE MANIFEST, WHICH IS BLATANTLY OBVIOUS.

HOWEVER, FOR US TO FIX IT, IN 3-D THERE IS A LAG TIME FOR THE MANIFESTATIONS TO OCCUR. FAITH IS REQUIRED.

THERE IS ALSO THE DARK NIGHT OF THE SOUL, WHICH IS LETTING GO OF THE LOOSH IMAGES THAT ARE A PART OF ALL OF US - GOD WILLING, WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW IS THE DARK NIGHT FOR ALL OF HUMANITY - WE SHALL SEE. HISTORIC TIMES AHEAD.

OUR COLLECTIVELY HELD IMAGES ARE MADE MANIFEST BY JESUS' ORGANIZING ENERGY. HUMANS ARE MIND CONTROLLED TO USE OUR CONSCIOUSNESS TO DESTROY OURSELVES BY HOLDING HORRIFIC IMAGES IN OUR COLLECTIVE MINDS. AND, THEN, GOD MAKES THAT MANIFEST FOR US, BECAUSE IT IS OUR WILL.

WAKE UP, PLEASE. PAY ATTENTION TO EVERY IMAGE AROUND YOU, MAKE THEM ALL BEAUTIFUL, LOVING, JOYFUL AND FUN.


WAKE UP.

PLEASE SHARE THIS WITH ALL OF THE SCIENTISTS AND SPIRITUAL LEADERS THAT YOU KNOW.

NOW WE SEE WHY THE SATANIC IDIOTS DO CHILD SACRIFICES - THEY TOO ARE DUPED INTO DONG THE BIDDING OF THE ALIEN BUGS THAT CONTROL OUR MINDS FOR THE PURPOSE OF LOOSH PRODUCTION.

I'VE GOT TO LAUGH HERE - THE SATANIC DUDES KNOW THAT THEY HAVE US MIND CONTROLLED - THEY LAUGH AT US, TOO. LIKE THE REST OF THE UNIVERSE. THE VILLAGE IDIOTS, WE ARE.

SEE THE ATTACHED MIND CONTROL ESSAY, YOU WILL BE AMAZED AT THE LENGTHS THAT THEY EMPLOY TO KEEP US UNDER CONTROL.

AND, AS YOU CAN SEE - RELIGION HAS BEEN USED TO DO THAT SAME THING. TO FOIST HORRIFIC IMAGES ON TO US. FEAR OF THE LORD IS LOOSH PRODUCTION.

http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/EXODUS_INSTRUCTIONS.pdf
IF ANY PERSON, PLANT OR ANIMAL ANYWHERE ON THE PLANET IS SUFFERING, THEN WE ALL ARE. THIS INCLUDES ANY IMAGE OF SUFFERING.

WHICH LEADS TO MASS DAILY MEDITATION AND PRAYER - FOCUSED ON LOVE - AS THE SOLUTION.
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/HEAL_THE_WORLD_VIA_MEDITATION.pdf
THE FACT IS IRREFUTABLE - JUST DO IT.

YOU SHOULD ALSO NOTICE THAT A CERTAIN NUMBER OF PEOPLE MEDITATING HAS TO BE REACHED BEFORE THE CHANGES OCCUR. AND THAT THE MEDITATIONS HAVE TO BE DONE AT THE SAME TIME EVERY DAY - EVERYTHING WORKS IN CYCLES.

-----------------------------

THIS IS REQUIRED, BECAUSE WE DO HAVE MAJOR PROBLEMS THAT HAVE ALREADY MANIFESTED IN 3-D:


NEW INFO ON FUKUSHIMA:

WE ARE SHORT ON TIME - IMMEDIATE MEDITATION ACTION IS CALLED FOR AND THE MASS ASSEMBLY OF ORGONE DEVICES.

THIS IS WHAT HAPPENED TO THE KIDS IN THE CHERNOBYL AREA:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=VffZ2sSZ30M


“Nothing like this has ever been attempted” — Yale Professor: “All of humanity will be threatened for 1000s of years” if rods in Unit 4 pool touch and have nuclear reaction during removal process

A FRIEND HAD A DREAM - A SPACE SHIP THE SIZE OF A CITY HOVERING OVER FUKUSHIMA AND BEAMING LIGHT INTO IT - THEN NO MORE RADIATION. GOD WILLING THAT HAPPENS AND WE GET TO SEE THE SHIP.
NEW INFO ON CHEMTRAILS VIA SOME GUYS FLEW THEIR JET INTO THE CHEMTRAILS AND PICKED UP THE CHEMICALS BASICALLY AT SOURCE:
http://www.bariumblues.com/chemtrails_nanotechnology_aeroso.htm

WE HAVE TO FOCUS ON LOVE VIA MEDITATION, PLEASE.

OR

IF THEY WOULD LET US: (WHICH IS HIGHLY UNLIKELY - THE GOV'T OF JAPAN HAS TURNED DOWN OFFERS FROM A NUMBER OF GROUPS TO FIX THE PROBLEM)

CHATTING WITH AN AMAZING HEALER, SCIENTIST, SPIRITUALIST, WHO HAS CURED MANY OF MY FRIENDS. SHE IS, ALSO, FRIENDS WITH PATRICK.

"IN TWO WEEKS WE CAN SET UP A GARDEN ON FUKUSHIMA"

SPIN HARMONY HAPPENS - AND IT IS VERY POWERFUL.

THIS IS REALLY QUITE AMAZING - AND ITS TRUE - BY CHANGING THE SPIN ON THE RADIATION, IT BECOMES A LIFE GIVING ENERGY.

HOW ALCHEMY WORKS IS EXPLAINED IN HERE:

IT IS A VERY GOOD IDEA TO USE SPIRITUAL TOOLS, LIKE ORGONE, SPURLING AND FLANAGAN DEVICES, WHICH WILL CHANGE THE NATURE OF THE RADIATION.

THAT'S THE SUMMARY - THE REST OF THIS IS BACK UP FOR THE ABOVE STATEMENTS.

TICKLES ME, BECAUSE THE SUMMARY FOR
IS THAT EVERYTHING IS DIVINE - 2-D IMAGES FROM THE GAP IN THE AETHERS ARE MADE MANIFEST HERE IN 3-D. THIS IS A FACT, THAT SCIENCE HAS TO EMBRACE AND GET THE PEOPLE TO WAKE UP AS TO WHAT THEY ARE DOING WITH THEIR MIND.

ITS A HOLOGRAPHIC UNIVERSE.

HERE'S HOW GOD DOES IT:  http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/PROOF_OF_GOD.pdf

SO, GOD HERSELF DOES IT VIA AN IMAGE (2-D), WHICH IS THEN MADE MANIFEST IN 3-D BY THE TWO MALE ASPECTS OF GOD. BOTH OF WHICH ARE IN THE ANU I.E. JESUS / VISHNU AND GOD THE FATHER / SHIVA.
FEELINGS (3-D) COME AFTER THE IMAGE (2-D) - THE FEELINGS CONTROL THE SPIN AS THE IMAGE IS BEING MADE MANIFEST, WHICH HAPPENS EVERY MICROSECOND AS MATTER BLINKS THROUGH THE AETHERS, THERE’S A RHYTHM TO IT (MUSIC OF CREATION) THUS, IT Responds TO HARMONY, VERY WELL. LOVE, FUN AND JOY CHANGE THE SPIN ON EVERYTHING.
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/CHANGE_THE_NATURE.pdf

DAVID ICKE HAS FIGURED IT OUT, ALSO:
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/Loving_the_world.pdf

LET’S SAY THIS AGAIN: TAKE ANY SCENARIO - ADD LOVE AND IT CHANGES THE OUT COME TO BEING ORGANIC, LOVING AND LIVING VS ADDING LOOSH, WHICH BREAKS ANYTHING DOWN.

FOR EXAMPLE: IMAGINE A LOVING COUPLE - NOW IF YOU SEE, ALSO, THE ORIGINAL SIN, THE POTENTIAL FOR A.I.D.S., OR PORN, THEN THAT LOVING IMAGE IS TURNED INTO LOOSH PRODUCTION. THE SPIN HAS CHANGED - AND YOU CHANGED IT. AIN’T IT?

AS PER DR. EMOTO - VERY SIMPLE STUFF, PLEASE.
EXCELLENT VIDEO: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4nrw6vq 3:48 MINUTES. WITH AN EXCELLENT ENDING.

EMOTO SAYS THAT THEY DON’T KNOW THE ENERGETIC SEQUENCE OF EVENTS THAT ALLOWS THE EMOTION TO AFFECT THE WATER, BUT WE DO: SPIN WINS
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/CHANGE_THE_NATURE.pdf

THIS IS ONE OF MY FIRST ESSAYS ABOUT EMOTO’S EXPERIMENTS AND THE ENERGETIC SEQUENCE OF EVENTS THAT HAS TO HAPPEN - ITS quITE GOOD, BUT ITS MISSING THE SPIN AND FEELING THEREOF:
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/MESSAGES_IN_WATER.pdf

THEREFORE: LOVE, GRATITUDE, JOY, FUN ARE MORE POWERFUL THAN LOOSH - THIS IS WHY THE ALIENS FEAR THE HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS - IF WE GET TOGETHER, THINGS WILL CHANGE FOR THE BETTER AND THE ALIENS WILL NEED A NEW HOME. THIS IS, ALSO, WHY THERE IS SUCH AN overt PUSH TO DESTROY US. IF WE DON’T WAKE UP, HUMANITY WILL NEED A NEW HOME.

====================================

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 3-D AND 2-D IS VERY SIMPLE.

IN 3-D THERE IS POLARITY, VIBRATIONS THE LAND OF 10,000 THINGS AS LAO TZU PUTS IT.

IN 2-D THERE IS NO POLARITY AND ONLY IMAGES THAT CONSTANTLY CHANGE LIKE A KALEIDOSCOPE. THESE IMAGES ARE LIKE THE 2-D DIFFUSION PATTERN THAT MAKES A HOLOGRAPHIC LIGHT OBJECT.

THE 2-D CONTROLS THE 3-D: http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/2-D_CONTROLS_THE%203-D.pdf

THE PROOF OF GOD ESSAY CONFIRMS THIS, ALSO.

====================================

THE PURPOSE HERE IS TO LAY OUT EXACTLY WHY THE PLANET IS IN SUCH DISARRAY AND THE SOLUTIONS WHEREBY THE PLANET AND THE PEOPLE CAN BE SAVE THEMSELVES FROM A STEADY MARCH TO SELF-DESTRUCTION.
The Good Thing: The current situation requires that the people become aware of their spiritual nature. One way or another, both ways, we will be filled with light. One way is to realize that via our collective imagination, we can divinely change things just like God does. The another way is to die and go back to God. The choice is yours collectively - wake up - everybody has to get involved in this - well you are anyway - as a human lump in the sea of consciousness.

You know those mass disaster movies where the planet is devastated - like "I Am Legend" with Will Smith or "War of the Worlds" with Tom Cruise. Good movies but, when, we collectively simply accept those images and feelings into our being, they even use music against us. Then, the universe sees that as our collective will and is making it manifest as we speak.

http://lightworker29501.com/2012/12/14/440hz-vs-432hz-the-leonard-horowitz-and-joseph-goebbels-dial-tone/ How music is used against us - they have even altered the root frequency of the note A. AND THE DIAL TONE IN THE PHONES.!!!

Wake up, please. Turn off the TV - go out in nature, take the kids - unplug their video games.

The Harmony of our soul comes from nature.
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/TREES_ROCKS_MOUNTAINS.pdf

=================================

Transparent Beliefs

Are images that you just accept and think nothing about - our parents foist a lot of fear / loosh onto us, to prepare us for "reality".

Is why your asshole does not bang shut - but, your brain does - doesn't it? You are with "eyes wide shut" which is what Stanley Kubrick was telling us - wake up, please.

(Ditto this mass devastation and the laws of physics are both the result of transparent beliefs - neither are real - our 3-d realm is the maya, an illusion, because the reality is the 2-d image and feeling that makes it manifest)

If you come to notice those kinds of things i.e. what images your being accepts

Chances are that you'll find out who you are - a 2-d processor of images just like God.

Snickers
I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH THIS ONE - I LAUGHED MYSELF TO SLEEP LAST NIGHT OVER IT

AND ITS STILL HILARIOUS THIS MORNING

SO TELL ME WHAT YOU THINK, PLEASE

LOVE AND BLESSINGS

AND ONE OF MY BUDDIES PROVIDED THE ANSWER:

I thought I was Unconscious...on purpose...you know...Dull by design....enlightenment to the lowest level..

DO YOU SEE YOURSELF? WELL IF YOU ARE NOT ORGANIZING MEDITATION AND OR BUILDING ORGONE DEVICES - THEN THE "DULL BY DESIGN" WOULD APPLY.

CALIFORNIA AND THE WEST COAST BETTER WAKE UP IMMEDIATELY:

THEREFORE, AS THE GNOSTIC INFO SAYS, THE ALIENS HAVE TO WARN US OR TELL US WHAT THEY ARE GOING TO DO - LIKE THE PLANT, THEY DON'T SPEAK ENGLISH - THEY USE TELEPATHIC IMAGES, WHICH IS HOW THEY HAVE CONTROLLED US FOR SO MANY YEARS - IT IS VERY SIMPLE. THEN OUR COLLECTIVELY HELD IMAGES ARE MADE MANIFEST, WITH FEAR VS LOVE = MORE LOOSH PRODUCTION = WONDERFUL FOR THEM.

LOOK WE ARE FEEDING THEM - THEY LIVE ON LOOSH - WE ARE TALKING BEINGS THAT ARE NOT ORGANIC AND WHO ARE NOT BOTHERED IF THEY DESTROY A WORLD - THEY EXIST ON OTHER WORLDS, IN OTHER PARALLEL REALMS (DIMENSIONS TO THE METAPSYCHICAL FOLKS). THERE ARE PHYSICAL REALMS VERY SIMILAR TO EARTH THAT ARE RUNNING PARALLEL TO US - THERE'S LOTS OF ROOM IN 2-D - ROBERT MONROE AND HIS OUT OF BODY TRAVELERS HAVE BEEN TO ANOTHER PHYSICAL REALM. THERE ARE PROBABLY MANY SUCH OUT THERE. IF HUMANS WERE TO FOCUS ON LOVE EN MASS, THEN WE WOULD SEE A POSITIVE EFFECT HERE AND IN OUR ADJACENT REALMS. SO, THIS IS AN IMPORTANT PROJECT.
IN MY FATHER’S HOUSE THERE ARE MANY MANSIONS - OUR AWARENESS IS VERY BAD.

=================================================================

THIS IS A QUOTE FROM AN INDIGO CHILD:

Spirits are born with two main functions:

- to make all that become dense to go back to pure light
- and to integrate all of the experience of the Cosmos and understand what is already known and to allow each of them to become a new God.

JUST AS THE YOGIs HAVE TOLD US FOR 1000s OF YEARS I.E. WE HAVE ONE FREE WILL CHOICE, TO GO TO GOD OR NOT.

=================================================================

SO THE FACTS WE’VE BEEN LEARNING IN DETAIL:

MATER DOES NOT EXIST.

"The truth is, an understanding of the collapse requires consciousness (von Neumann, 1955) If we follow that thinking, it means that without consciousness there is no collapse, no particles, no materiality” pg 20

VON NEUMANN WAS WORKING ON THE MONTAUK PROJECT AT THE TIME, WHICH IS THE CULMINATION OF THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT, WHERE THE U.S. NAVY DEVELOPED THE ABILITY TO TRAVEL IN TIME. AND THEY RAN INTO THE BEINGS THAT LIVE IN THE AETHERS, ALSO. THE BUGS WORK IN TEAMS, SO THAT THEY CAN FORM TO WHAT EVER DASTARDLY IMAGE THEY WISH. POOR BUGS, THEY ONLY DO DASTARDLY. YOU CAN LEARN ALL ABOUT THEM BELOW, IF YOU WISH.

So to quote the father of quantum physics, Max Planck, "As a man who has devoted his whole life to the most clear headed science, to the study of matter, I can tell you as a result of my research about atoms this much: There is no matter as such. All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force which brings the particle of an atom to vibration and holds this most minute solar system of the atom together. We must assume behind this force the existence of a conscious and intelligent mind. This mind is the matrix of all matter.

AND IT IS ALL CONNECTED BY A MATRIX. THE MATRIX IS OBVIOUSLY THE AETHER. THE MIND THAT CONTROLS IT ALL IS GOD’S DREAM, WHICH WE CAN BREAK INTO
VIA MASS MEDITATIONS. TOGETHER WE CAN HEAL THIS PLANET:
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/TOGETHER_WE_CAN_HEAL_THIS_PLANET.pdf

ITS NOT DIFFICULT TO DO, WE JUST HAVE TO CLEAN OUT OUR MINDS OF THE JUNK, ALL TOGETHER. AS SAI BABA SAYS - SINGING TO GOD IS THE BEST WAY TO CLEAR ONE'S MIND. AND HARMONIZE WITH EARTH'S HEALING ENERGY.

SO, HOW DO WE USE CONSCIOUSNESS?

THE BEST WAY IS IN TEAMS OF LIKE MINDED PEOPLE. THE COLLECTIVE INTENT FORMS A LARGER ANU - THOUGHTS ARE THINGS, THOSE THINGS ARE ANUs OF VARIOUS SIZES. THE SIZES CORRESPOND TO THE SIZES OF THE AETHERS WITHIN WHICH THAT ANU WILL FIT. A TEAM OF LIKE MINDED PEOPLE WILL CREATE A HUGE NEW ANU THAT CONTAINS THEIR INTENTION - THAT ANU WILL THEN MIRROR THROUGH LARGER AND LARGER AETHERS.

IT BEHOOVES SPIRITUAL TRAVELERS TO KNOW HOW THE ROAD WORKS. ITS QUITE IMPORTANT ACTUALLY - THE PROOF OF THAT IS THE ANUNNAKI CONSTRUCTS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA THAT COVER LIKE 10,000 SQ. KILOMETERS - THE LARGEST CITY THAT HAS EVER GRACED THE PLANET. AND IT IS ALL BUILT - EXPANDING IN SIZE - ACCORDING TO THE FIBONACCI SERIES. WAKE UP.

===================================
THE FIELD OR SEA OF CONSCIOUSNESS:

Could the sea be conscious? Research reveals how tiny plankton behave like a marine 'megamind'

Vastly different species of sea microbes work together to respond as one to their surroundings as if they have one 'megamind', new research has revealed.

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2278137/Could-sea-conscious-Research-reveals-tiny-plankton-behave-like-marine-microbial-megamind.html#ixzz2iDN1i3PZ
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook

ACTUALLY:

IN THIS SEA OF CONSCIOUSNESS - EVERYTHING THAT YOU SEE AND EVERYTHING THAT YOU DON'T SEE IS CONSCIOUS AND AWARE - EVERYTHING LIVES.

SO, WE HAVE EVERY POSSIBLE RECOMBINAT OF LIFE. ORGANIC TO INORGANIC. DARK TO LIGHT. VIA THE RULE, THESE LIFE FORMS HAVE GROUPED TOGETHER. THEY CHANGE FORM / EVOLVE.
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/LEARN_HOW_TO_DIE.pdf

THE SEA OF CONSCIOUSNESS IS HIGHLY ORDERED - EVERYTHING IS FRACTAL, WHICH IS DUE TO THE RULE - EVERYTHING IS DUE TO THE RULE - THIS IS ALL AS A RESULT OF AN EVER EXPANDING SET OF MIRRORS, THE AETHERS, WHICH ARE A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

CONSCIOUSNESS IS STRUCTURED BY THE AETHERS AND ANUs, BOTH OF WHICH PROGRESS IN SIZE ACCORDING TO THE FIBONACCI SERIES AD INFINITUM. WE HAVE QUANTUMS, WHICH ARE ANUs IN AETHERIC CELLS. OR GRAINS OF CONSCIOUSNESS / SEEDS, CONTAINING INFORMATION / IMAGES.

ESSAYS ABOUT CONSCIOUSNESS
OUR VERY POOR AWARENESS

IT'S ALL ABOUT CONSCIOUS AWARENESS - LIFE IS ABOUT ASSIMILATING INFORMATION:

CONSCIOUSNESS AND THIS UNIVERSE - WHAT IS THE EXTENT OF OUR AWARENESS?

WHERE DOES CONSCIOUSNESS COME FROM?

THE FIRST FORM OF GOD IS SPACE / THE HOLY SPIRIT / BRAHMA / THE GREAT SPIRIT - THIS ASPECT OF THE TRIUNE IS FEMALE, BECAUSE ALL THINGS ARE CONCEIVED IN DARKNESS - VERY SIMPLE. EVERYTHING ABOUT GOD IS SIMPLE.

GOD CREATES ALL THINGS AND GIVES THEM AWAY, KEEPING NOTHING FOR HERSELF.

GOD IS LOVE - LOVE IS THE ABORIGINAL ENERGY OTHER THAN LONELINESS THE LAST VESTIGES OF WHICH WE ARE EXPERIENCING. THE BATTLE IS TO ACCEPT ONLY GOD OR LOVE AND ESCHEW ALL OTHER THOUGHTS. TREAT EVERYTHING AS GOD, BECAUSE IT IS.

THE FIRST EMOTION IS LONELINESS:

LOVE IS THE CONSTRUCTION ENERGY OF THIS UNIVERSE AND IT OBEYS ONE RULE - GOD'S LAW - I AM THAT I AM = LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE

SHOWS HOW EVERYTHING IS FRACTAL I.E. MATHEMATICALLY CONSTRUCTED BY THE FIBONACCI SERIES. THUS, THE AETHERS AND ANUs ARE CONSTRUCTED IN THE EXACT SAME MANNER - THE ANUNNAKI KEW THIS WHEN THEY BUILT A 10,000 SQ. KILOMETER CITY ALL ACCORDING TO THE FIBONACCI SERIES I.E. FRACTAL.

THEREFORE, CONSCIOUSNESS IS, ALSO, FRACTAL. DUE TO THE RULE - LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE, WHICH COMES FROM "I AM THAT I AM", WHICH CREATED THE FIRST GRAIN OF CONSCIOUSNESS. AND THAT IS EXACTLY WHERE CONSCIOUSNESS COMES FROM I.E. GOD'S LAW.

GRAINS OF CONSCIOUSNESS EVOLVE, CHANGE SHAPE:

DUE TO THIS RULE, EVERYTHING EVENTUALLY BECOMES HOMOGENIZED - AS "SETH SPEAKS" SAID, WE ARE IN A CONSTANT STATE OF BECOMING. THE SHAPE CHANGING ALWAYS WINDS UP GOING LARGE DUE TO THE RULE.

HOWEVER, HUMANS HAVE BEEN HAMMERED INTO A STASIS VIA LOOSH, WE HAVE DIGRESSED SPIRITUALLY FROM TRIBAL TIMES. WE NEED TO GO BACK TO THAT. THEN WE CAN PROGRESS SPIRITUALLY IN TEAMS.

==================================
THIS IS WHY OUR AWARENESS IS SO BAD

THE REAL SECRET IS TO LET GO. BUT, THOUGHTS STICK TO US, YOU'LL SEE CLEARLY. LOOSH STICKS TO US AND CREATES KARMA, WHICH REPLAYS IN OUR LIVES AND THE LIVES OF EVERYBODY OVER AND OVER AGAIN. HTTP://BLOG.HASSILBERGER.COM/DOCS/LOOSH_ATTACHMENT_MECHANISM.PDF

HUMANS ARE MIND CONTROLLED - EXTENSIVELY - LIKE OVER THE TOP.

WHY?

IT CURTAILS OUR AWARENESS WHICH IS ABYSMAL. WHAT HUMANS CALL CONSCIOUS AWARENESS DOES NOT EXTEND PAST OUR FARTS - MEANWHILE EVERYTHING ELSE THAT WE TEST PROPERLY SHOWS TO BE TAPPED INTO THE SEA OF CONSCIOUSNESS - INCLUDING OUR OWN BODIES VIA KINESIOLOGY.

OPEN THIS LINK: HTTP://BLOG.HASSILBERGER.COM/DOCS/KINESIOLOGY-HAWKINS.PDF AND READ THE SUMMARY - IT'S ONE SENTENCE. SNICKER.

THE BODY AND THE INTELLECT LIVE TOGETHER, BUT THERE IS A DISCONNECT - THE HEAD THINKS ITS IN CHARGE - WHICH LEADS TO THE DISCONNECT, WHICH IS THINKING, JUDGEMENT, LABELING, MOSTLY DUE TO OUR ABILITY TO SEE, IT REPLACES OUR ABILITY TO FEEL AND LEADS TO CONTINUOUS JUDGEMENT / SEPARATION.

THUS, THE WAY TO BECOME ONE WITH GOD IS TO CANCEL THE POINT OF VIEW: HTTP://BLOG.HASSILBERGER.COM/IMG/MAXIMUM_ASSIMILATION_AND_ACCELERATION.PDF

============================================================================

WITHIN THE SEA OF CONSCIOUSNESS - IMAGINATION IS SUPREME - NOTHING UNREAL EXISTS.

============================================================================

THERE ARE ALIENS HERE - SOME DARK, SOME LIGHT. THE DARK ONES HAVE BEEN CONTROLLING US VIA IMAGES FOR AT LEAST 200,000 YEARS. THEY HAVE SOME SERIOUS SUPER NATURAL ABILITIES - WELL ITS PRETTY OBVIOUS THAT ALL OF THE ALIEN RACES ARE WAY MORE ADVANCED THAN WE ARE - AWARENESS WISE - THENCE, ALSO, TECHNOLOGICALLY.

OUR PET DARK CONTROLLERS USE OUR COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS LIKE THEIR OWN ANIMATED DARK DRAMA. THEY GIVE US IDEAS OF WAR TO CREATE LOOSH, WHICH MAKES IT DIFFICULT TO LET GO OF THESE ABERRANT VISIONS. THE LOOSH FOULS THE SHIVA PART OF THE ANU, WHICH IS RESPONSIBLE FOR DESTROYING INFORMATION / IMAGES. LOOSH IS ALSO USED TO CREATE DASTARDLY DEEDS.

THIS IS WHY OUR AWARENESS IS ABYSMAL - LOOSH.

============================================================================

QUANTUM LEAPS:

THERE ARE VARIOUS OCTAVES OF THE AETHERS AS THEY LEAP IN SIZE, THE INCREASES ARE CLOSELY APPROXIMATED BY GOLDEN MEAN, THUS EACH SUCCESSIVE AETHER IS OVER 1.6 TIMES LARGER. MOVING ONE'S CONSCIOUSNESS FROM ONE OCTAVE TO ANOTHER IS A SIGNIFICANT ORGASMIC LEAP, WHICH GODS AND ANUs RELISH DOING. REMEMBER - OUT THERE IT IS ALL
LOVE - THUS, THESE QUANTUM LEAPS ARE AN ORGASMIC EXPLOSION OF LOVE, LITERALLY.

AS THE YOGI SAID: "THE FEELING OF ENLIGHTENMENT IS LIKE BEING IN A CONTINUOUS ORGASM WITH THE COSMOS." NOW YOU KNOW WHY.
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/EUPHORIA_STANDARD_OPERATING_PROCEDURE.pdf

======================================

THE POWER OF OUR IMAGES IS AMAZING

THE POWER OF WORDS / IMAGES - THE PURPOSE OF WORDS IS TO PAINT PICTURES IN PEOPLE'S HEADS I.E. CREATE IMAGES, WHICH ARE ALL POWERFUL, AS YOU'LL SEE

GREGG BRADEN TALKS ABOUT THE LIVING FIELD AND THE POWER OF INTENTIONS IN THAT FIELD - HE MISSES HOW THE FIELD IS STRUCTURED. HE DOES CLEARLY SHOW THAT IN ORDER TO MANIFEST AN IMAGE, THAT IMAGE MUST BE LINKED WITH A FEELING AND THERE ARE ONLY TWO FEELINGS I.E. LOVE AND FEAR / LOOSH.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMNAPmmuHCs PLEASE WATCH HIS VIDEO.

DR. EMOTO'S EXPERIMENTS USING ONLY WORDS REPLICATED BY NORMAL PEOPLE - PLEASE WATCH IT.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_jQaq72UzU

======================================

PLANTS ARE CONNECTED TO THE SEA OF CONSCIOUSNESS

CLEVE BAXTER'S SHORT VIDEO WITH LEONARD NIMOY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ntv4ZMvUSWI&noredirect=1

======================================

VIRTUALLY EVERY ASPECT OF HUMAN ENDEAVOR HAS BEEN ALTERED AWAY FROM LIFE GIVING HARMONY - EVEN THE MUSIC, EVEN THE TELEPHONE DIAL TONE. AND, OF COURSE, ALL OF THE PRIMARY SYSTEMS ARE ANTI-LIFE: ENERGY PRODUCTION ALL FORMS - NUCLEAR RADIATION IN PARTICULAR; ALTERED FOOD PRODUCTION; ANIMALS GOING EXTINCT; PLANTS GOING EXTINCT; INSECTS GOING EXTINCT; PRETTY SOON HUMANS WILL BECOME EXTINCT; CANCER; PHARMACEUTICALS, THE ENTIRE ALLOPATHIC MEDICAL INDUSTRY, WATER TREATMENT, HEALTH FOOD IS SUPPRESSED, THE EDUCATION SYSTEM, THE FLUORIDE LIGHTS, CHEMTRAILS, A.I.D.S. & A NUMBER OF OTHER MANUFACTURED DISEASES, MONEY (IS THE LIFE BLOOD OF THE PLANET AND THEY TAKE IT AWAY FROM US - NEEDS TO BECOME FUN COUPONS), ALL EXPLOSIVE PROPULSION SYSTEMS ARE ANTI-LIFE, ETC. I'M SURE THAT YOU CAN ADD TO THIS LIST.

WHY DOES A LOVING GOD ALLOW SUCH HORRIFIC THINGS TO BE MANIFEST HERE ON THIS BEAUTIFUL PLANET? AND THE ANSWER IS THAT GOD IS ALLOWING US TO MANIFEST THESE THINGS

VERY IMPORTANT THAT WE HUMANS UNDERSTAND THIS, PLEASE.
MATTER DOES NOT EXIST - IT IS ALL CONSCIOUSNESS

CONSCIOUSNESS OBEYS ONE RULE, LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE OR HARMONY.

WE COLLECTIVELY ARE DESTROYING THIS BEAUTIFUL PLANET AND OURSELVES - FUCKING IDIOTS.

================================================================================

THE REAL ALIEN CONTROLLERS ARE INSECTS

THIS IS RON NASH’S GNOSTIC INFO
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwXU5hVaNKs

TWO HOURS AND RIVETING IF YOU WANT TO LISTEN.

THE ARCHON CAN NOT CONTROL US DIRECTLY IN 3-D. - WE HAVE TO ACCEPT AND AGREE TO THOSE IMAGES. OUR FREE WILL IS SACRED, BUT, OUR FREE WILL IS CONSCRIPTED FOR NEFARIOUS PURPOSES BY THE ARCHON AS THIS WRITING EXPOSES CLEARLY.

ITS VITALLY IMPORTANT FOR HUMANS TO UNDERSTAND THIS

THIS IS AMAZING TOO:


THEY ARE PREDATORY AND PARASITIC TO HUMANS.

================================================================================

SATANIC INFO

PRESIDENT JFK TRIED TO TELL THE TRUTH - RESULT NO AMERICAN PRESIDENT WILL THWART THEM - SMALL WONDER THAT OBAMA HAS AN ARMY OF SECURITY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JdrhJKfNg0  GREAT VIDEO, PLEASE WATCH IT

JFK DID NOT UNDERSTAND THE FULL SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

PRES. WOODROW WILSON HAD AN INKLING

"Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men's views confided to me privately. Some of the biggest men in the US, in the field of commerce and manufacture, are afraid of something. They know that there is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they better not speak above their breath when they speak in condemnation of it."

Woodrow Wilson 28th President of the United States
THERE'S LOTS OF TALK ABOUT THE SHAPE SHIFTING REPTILIANS AND THE ZETAS BEING OUR CONTROLLERS - BUT, THE REAL POWER IS WITH THE ARCHON BUGS THAT LIVE IN THE AETHERS

Jay Parker: How 34 million Satanic/Illuminati Americans keep Earth in turmoil
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euOKBjMkk6I

THIS VIDEO BACKS UP PARKER’S BIG TIME. HERE WE HAVE THE FORMER HEAD OF THE L.A. FBI, WHO HAS 700 AGENTS UNDER HIM, TED GUNDERSON REPORTS ABOUT A NUMBER OF CLEAR COVER UPS - THE SATANIC DUDES OWN THE POLICE, FBI AND CIA BUT THEY DO NOT KNOW THAT THEY ARE CONTROLLED BY THE BUGS - THEY REALLY THINK THAT IT IS SATAN, BECAUSE THE BUGS WORKING IN TEAMS CAN PORTRAY ANY NEFARIOUS IMAGE THEY WANT INCLUDING IMAGES OF SATAN - THEY NEED LOOSH TO DO THAT. WE PROVIDE THEM WITH THEIR FOOD AND WITH THE BUILDING BLOCKS THEY NEED TO DESTROY US.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=gdwlPJUoEwI

CHRISTIANITY AND ALL RELIGIONS HAVE BEEN HIGH JACKETED TO SERVE THEIR PURPOSES!!!! SORRY TO THE RELIGIONS FOLKS - YOU HAVE BEEN PROMULGATING CONTROL SYSTEMS

===================================

E.T.’s ARE HERE AND HAVE BEEN FOR 1000s OF YEARS

WATCH THIS 20 MINUTE VIDEO - IT IS FRESHLY DONE, SINCE THE BOSTON BOMBING http://vimeo.com/65430488 THE FORMER CANADIAN MINISTER OF DEFENSE LAYS IT OUT IN SHORT ORDER - INCLUDING THE SOLUTION I.E. FOLLOW THE GOLDEN RULE I.E. TO LOVE ONE ANOTHER

THE DISCLOSURE PROJECT, DR. GREER'S MOVIE, SIRIUS, IS AWESOME.

=====================================

BELOW IS A REPEAT OF THE ABOVE - SAID IN A DIFFERENT WAY - VERY WELL SAID

EVERYTHING IS A MIRROR IMAGE - WHICH REQUIRES AN ARCHETYPE IMAGE. AND THAT IS AN IRREFUTABLE FACT WELL PROVEN BY THIS PATENTED PROCESS - THE CIBA GEIGY EFFECT: http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/PROOF_OF_GOD.pdf

HUMANS COLLECTIVELY AGREE TO ALL OF THIS BRAIN DAMAGE SIMPLY BY VISUALIZING IT - WHEN WE LOOK AT WAR PICTURES - OUR BRAIN ACCEPTS IT = AN ARCHETYPE IMAGE.

SO, THE VILLAINS ALWAYS HAVE TO GET US COLLECTIVELY TO RECOGNIZE AND ACCEPT AN ABERRANT IMAGE OF DEATH AND DESTRUCTION. THEN THEY CAN USE THE LOOSH IN THE AETHERS TO HAVE THAT IMAGE ACTUALLY MADE MANIFEST.
SO, QUITE SIMPLY - BECAUSE WE JUST WATCH A WAR MOVIE, THEN WE ACCEPT THAT IMAGE - COLLECTIVELY. THAT IMAGE IS STORED IN AN ANU.  

AND ULTIMATELY MADE MANIFEST BY JESUS - HE HAS NO CHOICE BECAUSE IT IS OUR COLLECTIVE WILL TO HOLD THAT IMAGE. HUMAN IDIOTS. SHEEPLE.

CONVERSELY, IF IT IS OUR COLLECTIVE WILL TO BE AT PEACE, THEN THAT WILL HAPPEN - AS WELL PROVEN: MEDITATION HAS DONE WONDERS TO CUT CRIME RATES - THE FACT IS THE MOST RIGOROUSLY STUDIED PHENOMENA IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES - AS STATED HEREIN: http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/HEAL_THE_WORLD_VIA_MEDITATION.pdf

THEREFORE, IF WE CHOOSE TO SEE ONLY GOD IN ALL THINGS, WHICH IS THE CASE - THEN SOON ALL OF THE IMAGES IN FRONT OF US WILL BE HEAVENLY. OUR PLANET IS SPECTACULARLY BEAUTIFUL. http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/HIGH- SPIRITUALITY.pdf

IF WE MEDITATE COLLECTIVELY ON PEACE AND HARMONY, THEN THAT WILL HAPPEN. SUCH MEDITATIONS HAVE TO BE DONE EVERY DAY - WE HAVE TO CLEAN OUT OUR COLLECTION OF MEMORIES AND PARTICULARLY OUR JUDGMENTS.

OUR DISCERNMENT NEEDS TO CONSIST OF YES OR NO

LOVE

OR

LOOSH

COOPERATION OR COMPETITION

SEE ALL THINGS AS GOD - NAMASTE AND SAI RAM

ALSO THE BASIS OF THE HINDU NAMASMARANA, WHICH IS REPEATING THE NAME OF THE LORD 24/7. GANDHI WAS REPEATING RAM, RAM, RAM AS HE DIED.

AND, IN FACT, ALLAH LAID THAT ON MOHAMMED, WHO ASKED HOW MANY TIMES PER DAY DO WE PRAY TO YOU - ALLAH ANSWERED: 50,000. MOH'D NEGOTIATED FOR FIVE TIMES A DAY TO PRAY.

AND THE YOGI SITTING WITH COBRAS CRAWLING ALL OVER HIM - THE JOURNALIST ASKED, "AREN'T YOU AFRAID?" THE YOGI REPLIED, "AFRAID OF WHAT? ALL I SEE IS GOD."

LOVE AND BLESSINGS GUYS

PS: THIS LEADS US BACK TO THE FACT THAT WE HAVE BOTH LOVING AND FEAR BASED MEMORIES, ALL OF WHICH ARE ANUs AND THUS A QUANTUM OF INFORMATION THAT WE ALL SHARE, AUTOMATICALLY

SO, AS THE GNOSTICS SAY - IF THERE IS ONE PERSON OR ANIMAL ANY WHERE ON THE PLANET THAT IS SUFFERING - WE ARE ALL SUFFERING. AND THAT'S A FACT, JACK.
SO, IS THIS: WE ARE IN A GOLDFISH BOWL
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/GOLDFISH_JESUS_REVELATIONS.pdf

On Tue, Oct 15, 2013 at 11:57 PM, MIKE EMERY wrote:
THIS IS SHIT HOT

GRAVITY IS AN AFFINITY FOR INFORMATION
RESULT
CONSTANT ACCELERATION
AND MUSIC
THIS IS THE TAO OF NATURE
AND US

ASSIMILATING INFORMATION AND LETTING IT GO - DIVINELY

INJECTING OUR OWN CREATIVITY AT WILL - ITS JUST IMAGES

WE ACTUALLY BREAK INTO THE MATRIX
BECOME ONE WITH THE FLOW / WAY / TAO

ASTRAL PROJECTION IS TRAINING WHEELS FOR GODS

ACTUALLY EFFORTLESS - THE RULE CARRIES US THRU
AND THE LIFE GIVING ENERGY OF JESUS MAKES IS ALL HAPPEN

On Tue, Oct 15, 2013 at 2:26 PM, MIKE EMERY wrote:
SNICKER - HOW TO TREAT THE BROWN TROUT IN THE RIO SLUMS - CHANGE THE SPIN - THEY BECOME FRAGRANT - THE WATER SHOULD DO THAT - EH?

On Tue, Oct 15, 2013 at 2:10 PM, MIKE EMERY wrote

DON'T KNOW IF I CALL IT GENIUS - MORE LIKE - LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE

THERE AIN'T SHIT I CAN DO ABOUT IT. MY BRAIN BEATS ME UP WITH SO MUCH WONDERFUL CRAZY STUFF THAT I DON'T HAVE TIME TO WRITE DOWN - BUT, WOULD LOVE TO SHARE - ITS AWESOME.

MY GUIDE IS A FUNNY S.O.B. - HE KEEPS ME CRACKED UP. CHOKING AND LAUGHING. DOLPHINS WOULD REALLY LIKE US TO LEARN FUN AND JOY AND WE HAVE THE 2000 YEAR OLD MEN HANGING AROUND - QUITE A NUMBER OF THEM.

SOMETHING WONDERFUL IS GOING TO HAPPEN.

AN ENERGY PULSE OF LOVE PLANET WIDE - IN SUCH A WAY THAT EVERY LIVING SOUL KNOWS WHAT HAPPENED AND WE ARE HERE TO LOVE ONE ANOTHER AND ALL THINGS.

WHEN THIS ENERGY PULSE HITS - ALL DIGITAL INFO WILL BE WIPED OUT. ITS A GOOD IDEA TO REDUCE IMPORTANT INFO TO PAPER. THIS IS WHY SAI BABA INSTRUCTED ISAAC TIGRETT TO BUILD A VAULT IN THE JUNGLE AND STORE ALL OF THE SPIRITUAL BOOKS THEREIN.
THIS PROJECT HAS TO BE ENGINEERED BY THE GRAIN OF GOD THAT IS THIS UNIVERSE. EVERYTHING HAS AN ANU AROUND IT - ALL ANUs ARE GRAINS OF GOD. THIS UNIVERSE IS AN ANU INSIDE OF A MASSIVE AETHERIC CELL THE WALLS OF WHICH ARE DARK BLUE - I'VE BEEN THERE, AS HAVE OTHERS.

ALSO HAVE DONE THE MERGE WITH GOD OF THIS UNIVERSE TRICK - YOU GO OUT THERE AND CANCEL YOUR POINT OF VIEW. HERE'S THAT TRICK: http://blog.hasslberger.com/img/MAXIMUM_ASSIMILATION_AND_ACCELERATION.pdf AN IMPORTANT EXPERIENCE - READ IT. BOTTOM LINE, OUR GIFT OF VISION IS OUR MOST LIMITING TALENT DUE TO THE JUDGEMENT ATTACHED TO EVERYTHING WE SEE.

THE YOGIS SUGGEST NOT GOING THERE - IN DOING SO - NO MORE YOGI.

SO, AFTER THIS EVENT HUMANS HAVE TO LEARN TO APPLY CONSCIOUSNESS LOVINGLY - IN ORDER TO COME TOGETHER IN ONENESS, WE NEED TO FOCUS ON ONE ARCHETYPE FOR A WHILE. SAI BABA SAID USE JESUS.

OF COURSE, THE JESUS ENERGY IS FOUNDATIONAL - ITS EVERY WHERE ANYWAY - AND ITS EASY TO AMP UP - WE HUMANS CAN DO IT. AS DAVID WILCOCK HAS POINTED OUT - WE ARE THE MESSIANIC FIGURE.

THE JESUS IMPLOSIVE SPIN ENERGY RECEIVES IMAGES FROM GOD'S DREAM AND ORGANIZES THEM - MAKES THEM HAPPEN.

THIS IS WHERE WE ARE TALKING ABOUT IN THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN 3-D, 2-D AND 5-D. THE ENERGETIC SEQUENCE OF EVENTS THAT HAS TO HAPPEN FOR THINGS TO BE CONVERTED FROM AN IMAGE TO A THING.

AND WE ARE TOLD THAT THE FIRST ENERGETIC THING IS THE OM (THE SOUND OF THE SUN IS OM) - A VIBRATION CONTAINING TIME, EM ENERGY, POLARIZATION, MUSIC, HARMONY, FRACTALS, EMOTIONS, FEELING, HEAT AND LIGHT. ALL MATERIAL THINGS = THE MAYA / ILLUSION. BUT, NOT REALLY, IT IS REAL, OBVIOUSLY - HELD IN PLACE BY POLARIZATION - THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COMPONENTS ARE AT RIGHT ANGLES. AN ILLUSION IN THE SENSE THAT THE CONTROLLING REALITY IS THE IMAGES FROM GOD'S DREAM.

THE DARK BINDING ENERGY IS A 2-D ENERGY THAT IS THE EXTRACTION OF AND SHARING OF GOD'S IMAGE AND HER LOVE = GRAVITY. AN AFFINITY FOR INFORMATION.

ALL OF THE ABOVE IS DUE TO THE RULE - LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE, WHICH LEADS TO THE FIBONACCI SERIES DUE TO CONNECTING ONE TORROID TO ANOTHER AND ANOTHER IN THAT MATHEMATICAL SEQUENCE, THIS IS OBVIOUS. ALL THINGS ARE FRACTAL.

WHY TORROIDS? THE OM IS AN EM VIBRATION - TORROIDS MAKE VIBRATIONS. TESLA COIL

WHERE DO THE TORROIDS COME FROM? THEY HAVE TO FORM IN THE AETHER. NOW JESUS POPS UP - GOD'S DREAM HAS TO BE TRANSFERRED INTO THE TORROIDS BY JESUS. THE IMAGE IS CONVERTED TO GENETIC INFORMATION IN THE DNA PART OF THE ANU (VISHNU/JESUS IS DESCRIBED AS IMPLOSIVE CENTRIPETAL SPIN BY THE HINDU, WHICH IS CORRECT). THAT INFORMATION IS SHARED WITH ADJACENT ANUs, WHICH ASSIMILATE IT QUITE LITERALLY LIKE FREE FALL SPEED - JUST LIKE THE MAXIMUM ASSIMILATION EXPERIENCE ABOVE. THIS IS ALSO GRAVITY - AN AFFINITY FOR INFORMATION.

AND THE REST OF IT FOLLOWS LOGICALLY FROM THERE
I'LL BE DAMNED - I USED TO HAVE FALLING DREAMS WHEN I WAS A KID, I LEARNED TO LOVE THE FEELING OF FALLING, USED TO JUMP OFF HAYSTACKS, THEN MASSIVE CLIFFS ON SKIS - AND SKI THROUGH A CRACK IN GRAVITY.

ITS ALL DIVINE - MANIFEST HERE EVERY MICROSECOND - THUS THE CONSTANT ACCELERATION. BECOMING ONE WITH GRAVITY / JESUS. WHO IS AN INFORMATION JUNKY, OBVIOUSLY - THEN WE GET INTO THE SHIVA ASPECT, WHICH IF USED PROPERLY CAN BECOME OUR AFTER BURNER - LEARNING TO LET GO, WHICH IS THE REAL SECRET.

HERE ON EARTH, THE WAY THAT THEY CONTROL US IS VIA APPLYING LOOSH TO THE SHIVA ENERGY - FUCKS THINGS UP. STICKY, STINKY

http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/LOOSH_ATTACHMENT_MECHANISM.pdf

SORRY - GOT CARRIED AWAY - THE ABOVE IS VERY GOOD AND SHOULD BE SHARED - OK?

LOVE AND BLESSINGS

PS - IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE - GOD / SPACE / BRAHMA IS FEMALE, THUS THE JESUS ASPECT HAS A LOT OF FEMALE ENERGY - PREMA BABA SHOULD BE A COUPLE YEARS OLD NOW AND WILL BE VERY EFFEMINATE.

AND THE THOUGHT ABOUT HOW JESUS HAS NO CHOICE BUT TO MANIFEST OUR COLLECTIVE IMAGE, WHICH IS FOISTED ON TO US IN GRAINS / QUANTUM OF DO-DO DUMPS. THAT'S A GOOD ONE - SHIT DOES COME IN CLUMPS. EVERYTHING DOES. EVEN GOD.

TODAY I REALLY WAS THINKING ABOUT FIXING SLUMS IN RIO - AND HOW TO DEAL WITH THEIR SEWAGE - TURN IT INTO FERTILIZER FOR A VERTICAL FARM. - IT'LL BE PRETTY EASY FOR THE PEOPLE TO REBUILD THEIR SLUMS - GIVEN EASY STUFF TO DO IT WITH - LIKE TERRA BLOCKS.

On Mon, Oct 14, 2013 at 11:42 PM, Pleiadian Engineer wrote:
Very exciting stuff. Yes, lay it on, I love to see genius at work. I'm slow with some things, just another Hottentott trying to see if this bird airplane is a male or a female.

"Now look, your grace," said Sancho, "what you see over there aren't giants, but windmills, and what seems to be arms are just their sails, that go around in the wind and turn the millstone." "Obviously," replied Don Quixote, "you don't know much about adventures."
On 10/14/2013 2:42 PM, MIKE EMERY wrote:

CAN'T TELL YOU THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE THAT I'VE HELPED WITH CANCER, ONE EVERY OTHER MONTH FOR AROUND 16 YEARS. MY OLD MAN DIED OF CANCER - WE WERE USING RIFE TECHNOLOGY UNTIL MY SISTER PULLED US OFF OF IT. ONE OF MY FRIENDS WENT TO A GIFTED LADY IN SOUTHERN CALIF THAT MAKES POTIONS BASED ON ORMES - AFTER THREE DAYS, THE CANCER JUMPED OUT OF HIS SIDE LEAVING A HOLE THAT HEALED UP DOUBLE QUICK - ORMES IS AMAZING STUFF - OUR GOLD MINE IN NV IS FULL OF IT - WE KNEW ABOUT ITS HEALING PROPERTIES BEFORE HUDSON.

CAN TELL YOU THAT MILLIONS HAVE ADOPTED MY EXERCISE TO HELP THEIR BACKS - BECAUSE SOME GUY USED THIS INFO TO DO AN INFOMERCIAL ON TV SOME YEARS AGO.
IN 1987, I MET TOM BEARDEN, THEN JOHN BEDINI IN PERSON AND PROVIDED THEM WITH SOME FUNDING - THEN THEY WERE THREATENED BY MEN IN BLACK AND BEDINI DISAPPEARED. ALSO FUNDED JOE PAPP'S ENGINE FOR ABOUT 700K OUT OF MY MONEY, THE N-MACHINE GUY, DePALMA AND A COUPLE OTHER FREE ENERGY DEVICES. FLOYD SPARKY SWEET DEMOed HIS DEVICE FOR MYSELF AND THE SENIOR PROJECT ENGINEER FROM ATLANTIC ELECTRIC AT SPARKY'S APARTMENT IN SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF. ALSO, MET ROYAL RAYMOND RIFE'S PARTNER IN SAN DIEGO AND ONE LADY THAT HAD BEEN CURED OF CANCER AT SCRIPTS IN 1934, SHE WAS IN HER TEENS AT THAT TIME. THEN I GOT TO WORK WITH SOME BOEING WEIRD PHYSICISTS IN SEATTLE, ONE OF WHOM IS TIM VENTURA - AMERICAN ANIT-GRAVITY. '87 WAS AN AMAZING YEAR FOR ME.

THEN I'VE LECTURED AT THE BIO-ELECTRO-MAGNETICS INSTITUTE, WHICH AT THE TIME WAS THE WORLD'S FOREMOST FORUM FOR COMMENT AND REVIEW ON BIOELECTROMAGNETIC THERAPIES.

AND WAIT TILL YOU SEE THE 2-D DEVICE, I'LL LAY ON YA SOME TIME SOON

BLESSINGS,